A GUIDED DEEP DIVE INTO THE 2022 MIDTERMS.

Campaign Pro gives you focused coverage of the 2022 midterms with campaign trackers and exclusive news so you can see change—before it happens.

ONE PLATFORM TO HELP CONNECT THE DOTS.

See beneath the surface with a new Campaign Races Dashboard—a district by district, state by state dashboard of all the 2022 races presented using interactive maps for easy navigation.

Get customized intel that impacts your policy area including:

- Key candidates
- The latest polls
- Detailed data
- Staffing info
- Campaign finance

ELECTION FORECASTS

Gain early access to Steve Shepard’s signature election forecast for an incredibly accurate election prediction every week.
**DAILY DIGESTS**

**MONDAY**  
**Digital Ads**  
Get key trends on where digital ad money is being spent and the top candidates spending, trending media, committees, outside groups, and company spending

**TUESDAY**  
**Polls**  
Receive a weekly digest of public and internal polls that are driving the midterm campaigns with real-time alerts on major polling shifts

**WEDNESDAY**  
**TV Ads**  
Track ad spending across the entire campaign landscape, including TV ads with the 5 ads to watch this week and top candidate spending

**THURSDAY**  
**Campaign Fundraising**  
[Coming Soon]
Track outside spending with a look at data, trends, and how money is influencing key races that impact your policy area

**FRIDAY**  
**Campaign Staffing**  
[Coming Soon]
Get a look at staff moves within campaigns that details who’s coming, who's going, and which campaigns are staffing up

**DAILY NEWSLETTERS**

**THE MORNING SCORE**  
Receive a campaign newsletter every Monday-Friday at 6 A.M. that covers breaking news and five key topics:

1. **Digital Ads**
2. **Polls**
3. **TV Ads**
4. **Campaign Fundraising**
5. **Campaign Staffing**

**LIVE BRIEFINGS**

Access monthly live briefings for insights into the latest changes and insights.

**KEY TOPICS:**

- Campaign intel
- Advertising
- Fundraising
- Campaign staffing
- Polls

**EVEN MORE FOR PREMIUM SUBSCRIBERS**

**DATAPoint**  
Data visuals on polling, redistricting, policy issues, and swing districts

**PRO ANALYSIS**  
A series of analyses that address what the midterms mean for major policy areas

Politico Pro's Campaign Pro gives you exclusive insights to easily understand how key issues could impact the elections, and the implications to your policy area after the elections.

[LEARN MORE]